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Deadly Dozen
Jackson's Revenge is an action adventure western based on the activities
surrounding the Jackson Ranch near the fictional town of Stockley, Arizona.
Beginning with the unexpected arrest of rancher, Billy Parker, it becomes obvious
the Town Marshal has a grudge against the family, but no one knows why. The
story unfolds as attorney, Miles Carr, investigates the source which eventually
leads back to the Civil War. Going back to 1861, James Randolph Jackson joins the
war effort for his beloved Virginia, and through a twist of fate, becomes the
beneficiary of a six thousand acre tract of land in Arizona. Following his adventure,
and the family's move west, James becomes a pioneer in Arizona ranching, until his
sudden death in 1874. The cause or reason for his untimely death is not known
until his grandson has problems with the Town Marshal in 1885. Follow their
adventures, and twists of fate as the story unfolds, and the Parker family fulfill the
dreams of their Patriarch, James Randolph Jackson.

English Westerners' Tally Sheet
Article abstracts and citations of reviews and dissertations covering the United
States and Canada.

Ghetto Cowboy
Follows the extraordinary efforts of police officers, detectives, and prosecutors to
bring to justice a murderous gang of Dominican youths known as the Wild
Cowboys, and the social activists, liberal judges, and politicians who stood in their
way. UP.

Stallion Tamer & Wyoming Cowboy Justice
Reluctantly taking her best friend’s place at a photo shoot, realtor Laine Parker
expects to assist the photographer for the day…not drool over the volunteer
model, Westin King. The Texas Ranger and real-life cowboy is hot-on-hot sexy,
from the tips of his boots to the top of his Stetson. Despite her visceral reaction to
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the man, the last thing Laine expects is a whirlwind romance—but that’s exactly
what she gets. Wes has been around the block enough to know what he wants, and
he wants Laine. He wastes no time showing her how he feels…but he may never
get the chance to tell her. Laine has disappeared, and it will take every connection
Wes has—and a little help from a mangy stray—to get her back in his arms. *
Justice for Laine is book 4 in the Badge of Honor: Texas Heroes series. Each book is
a stand-alone, with no cliffhanger endings. --- Read what others are saying about
New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Riveting action and characters
you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and nailbiting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.” Sawyer
Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense, heartwarming charm, and
downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in love with.” Lainey Reese, USA
Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker”
Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author “Another winner! Sexy and action-packed,
what I’ve come to expect from Susan Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling Author
"Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of
her books! Now.” Carly Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire
Badge of Honor romance series, starting with the USAT bestselling start! Justice for
Mackenzie Justice for Mickie Justice for Corrie Justice for Laine Shelter for Elizabeth
Justice for Boone Shelter for Adeline Shelter for Sophie Justice for Erin Justice for
Milena Shelter for Blythe Justice for Hope Shelter for Quinn Shelter for Koren
Shelter for Penelope Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series,
romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern
romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today
bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance,
proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times
bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming,
heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey,
contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop
romance, wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong
heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, blind, handicap, justice, shelter, claiming,
defending, protect, damsel in distress, gang, hospital, doctor, drama, action and
adventure, action romance, well, realtor, real estate, Other readers of Stoker's
books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale
Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori
Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon
Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn
Vale, and Kristen Proby.

Vigilante Justice
Traces the history of western films from their silent-picture origins in the 1890s to
the talking pictures of the 1920s, citing the impact of western film on the overall
development of the movie industry while exploring the productions of such
companies as Selig Polyscope, New York Motion Picture, and Essanay. (Performing
Arts)
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Getting Away with Murder on the Texas Frontier
Book Talk
Cowboy Justice
From a Coretta Scott King Author Award Honor recipient comes a street-smart tale
about a displaced teen who learns to defend what's right--the Cowboy Way. Now
available in a movie tie-in editon. When Cole's mom dumps him in Philadelphia to
live with the dad he's never met, the last thing Cole expects to see is a horse, let
alone a stable full of them. He may not know much about cowboys, but what he
knows for sure is that cowboys aren't black, and they don't live in the inner city.
But in his dad's world, horses are a way of life, and soon Cole's days of skipping
school and getting in trouble in Detroit have been replaced by shoveling muck and
trying not to get stomped on. At first, all Cole can think about is how to ditch these
ghetto cowboys and get home. But when the City threatens to shut down the
stables--and take away the horse Cole has come to think of as his own--he knows
that it's time to step up and fight back. Inspired by the little-known urban riders of
Philly and Brooklyn, this compelling tale of latter-day cowboy justice champions a
world where your friends always have your back, especially when the chips are
down.

Wyoming Cowboy Justice
A street-smart tale about a displaced teen who learns to defend what's right-the
Cowboy Way. When Cole’s mom dumps him in the mean streets of Philadelphia to
live with the dad he’s never met, the last thing Cole expects to see is a horse, let
alone a stable full of them. He may not know much about cowboys, but what he
knows for sure is that cowboys aren’t black, and they don’t live in the inner city.
But in his dad’s ’hood, horses are a way of life, and soon Cole’s days of skipping
school and getting in trouble in Detroit have been replaced by shoveling muck and
trying not to get stomped on. At first, all Cole can think about is how to ditch these
ghetto cowboys and get home. But when the City threatens to shut down the
stables-- and take away the horse Cole has come to think of as his own-- he knows
that it’s time to step up and fight back. Inspired by the little-known urban riders of
Philly and Brooklyn, this compelling tale of latter -day cowboy justice champions a
world where your friends always have your back, especially when the chips are
down.

A Cowboy Detective
Torn between the love for a Texas cowboy and the love for her profession, a court
reporter must make difficult choices when both worlds come crashing together in
what seems to be a hopeless set of circumstances. The plot doesn't stop twisting
until the end maybe not even then.

Incredulity
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In one instant Everything in Josie Carlton's world changed. She'd been living a
quiet, unremarkable life and now she's on the run from bad guys who want her
dead and police who want to put her behind bars for a crime she didn't commit.
She needs to find someplace she can lie low and figure out just what she's going to
do. A man figuring out life Evan Davis has left law enforcement behind and is
trying to find a new direction and purpose. In the meantime, he has a pile of work
that needs to be done around his old, rundown family home. Hiring a secretive and
obviously desperate girl straight off the bus doesn't seem like a good idea but
something in her pained eyes pulls at his heart. She needs someone to help her
and it might as well be him. It's only cleaning a house after all. Until it's much
more. Josie's been told she can't trust a single soul but Evan isn't just anybody. The
former US Marshal and small town sheriff isn't a stranger to sticky situations but
she hates to pull him back into the life he happily left. But if she wants to stay
alive, she may not have a choice.

Cowboy Justice
Westerns and the Trail of Tradition
Justice for Laine: A Police/Firefighter Romantic Suspense
Catching her wild cowboy Stallion Tamer by New York Times bestselling author
Lindsay McKenna Dan Black is more comfortable around horses than people. A
wrangler with a gift for taming even the most savage stallion, he’s just the man
Jessica Donovan needs to help start up her new ranch. And he might be the one to
mend her wounded heart. But first she has to show the rugged cowboy he
possesses the power to heal himself. FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS
VOLUME! Wyoming Cowboy Justice by Nicole Helm Resident bad boy Grady Carson
knows his brother is not a murderer, and he’ll do anything to prove it. But
partnering with Laurel Delaney? Worst idea ever. The beautiful by-the-book cop
challenges him like no other. Bad family blood—and a killer at large—makes their
attraction unthinkable. How can they solve a crime to prevent a family war and
then let forbidden love ignite it anew?

Motography
Welcome to Bent, Wyoming Where the Wild West Never Died Resident bad boy and
saloon owner Grady Carson knows his brother is not a murderer, and he’ll do
anything to prove it. But partnering with Laurel Delaney? Worst idea ever. The
beautiful by-the-book cop challenges him like no other. Bad family blood—and a
killer at large—makes their attraction unthinkable. Dangerous. Reckless. How can
they solve a crime to prevent a family war and then let forbidden love ignite it
anew? Carsons & Delaneys

Wild Cowboys
Three diaries, excerpted and annotated by Miller's great-grandson, John Miller
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Morris, provide the grist of a remarkable story -- a tale of true crime and
punishment set against the scenic backdrops of the Rolling Plains, Panhandle, and
Old Greer empires.

The Western Historical Quarterly
Austin's colony."--BOOK JACKET.

Texas Constables
"Longtime Texas prosecutor and defense attorney mines trial records and other
primary sources to analyze murder trials from 1880 through WWI in West Texas
and Oklahoma. Addresses not only legal and illegal ploys but also inherent pitfalls
for a nascent cr

Shooting Cowboys and Indians
Great Plains Quarterly
Cracker Justice explores the true story of the Sara Sota Vigilance Committee which
was a group, made up of prominent ranchers and business men that resorted to
violent tactics to evict squatters and farmers from the open range. This novel
about Florida's outlaw history includes a case of murder, stolen identity, a runaway
girl in peril, and a love story--all essential parts of the "Cracker Western."

Cowboy Justice
This book considers the writer's full body of work, placing it in the contexts of
southern literature, Mississippi writing, and literary work about the working class.
Collectively, the essays explore such subjects as Brown's treatment of class
politics, race and racism, the aftereffects of the Vietnam War on American culture,
the evolution of the South from a plantation-based economy to a post-industrial
one, and male-female relations.--[book cover].

From Guns to Gavels
Cowboy Protector by Patricia Rosemoor released on May 24, 2002 is available now
for purchase.

Cowboy & Wills
American Book Publishing Record
TWELVE FORGOTTEN GUNFIGHTERS OF THE OLD WEST. THE COMBINED STORIES
OF 'DEADLY DOZEN' OFFER AN INTENSIVE LOOK INTO THE LIVES OF IMPOSING
FIGURES WHO IN THEIR OWN WAYS SHAPED THE LEGENDARY OLD WEST.
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Redskin and Cow-boy
Tracing the history of the western from the advent of the talkies in 1929 to the end
of the genres golden age (1962), this book provides a year-by-year account of
cultural and industry trends, Hollywood careers, and technical innovations.
Hanfling (a writer for Nostalgia Westerns, deceased) places the western in its
cultural context, considering its relation to and impact on American society in the
middle part of the twentieth century. c. Book News Inc.

Cracker Justice
Melissa Cutler is a bright new voice in contemporary romance. --New York Times
bestselling author Lori Wilde Transforming their parents' rundown ranch in Catcher
Creek, New Mexico, into a tourist destination is the toughest challenge the three
Sorentino sisters ever faced. But now one of them has another fight on her
hands--to keep from falling for the sexy town sheriff--again. . . Rachel Sorentino
has spent her whole life protecting her siblings from trouble--only to run headlong
into it herself. Her first regret about shooting at the vandals targeting her family
ranch is that her aim wasn't better. Her second is that when bullets started flying,
it was Sheriff Vaughn Cooper's number she dialed. Vaughn is the mistake she
keeps on making, a cowboy lawman who cuts through Rachel's surface bravado to
the vulnerability no one else sees. And no matter how inconvenient their
attraction--for his career, her tangled case, and his already battered heart--there's
no denying what feels so irresistibly right. . . Praise for Melissa Cutler's The Trouble
With Cowboys "One hot romance from start to finish." --Carolyn Brown "Cutler
grabs readers from the first page. . .one fun, passionate romp." --RT Book Reviews,
4 Stars "Sexy, savvy stuff!" –Susan Andersen

Assembly
Ephraim Katz's The Film Encyclopedia is the most comprehensive single-volume
encyclopedia on film and is considered the undisputed bible of the film industry.
Completely revised and updated, this seventh edition features more than 7,500
A–Z entries on the artistic, technical, and commercial aspects of moviemaking,
including: Directors, producers, actors, screenwriters, and cinematographers;
Styles, genres, and schools of filmmaking; Motion picture studios and film centers;
Film-related organizations and events; Industry jargon and technical terms;
Inventions, inventors, and equipment; Plus comprehensive listings of academy
award–winning films And artists, top-grossing films, and much more!

The Film Encyclopedia 7th Edition
A Private in the Texas Rangers
Justice Reborn
The 1st ed. includes an index to v. 28-36 of St. Nicholas.
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Childrens' Catalog
Palabra
"Linked accounts of frontier crimes and trials from 1885 to 1929 across West
Texas, Indian and New Mexico Territories, and Montana trace the evolution of
criminal justice in the American West"--Provided by publisher.

Larry Brown and the Blue-collar South
Jackson's Revenge
Justice of the Peace
An Internal Affairs detective pursues the vigilante cops who murdered his brother.
Will he choose a love that cannot be consummated? Or will he choose guilt,
vengeance and his own brand of vigilante justice?

Cowboy Protector
Panhandle-Plains Historical Review
Christened “charming” and “winning” by the Washington Post and “touching” by
Publishers Weekly, celebrated author Monica Holloway’s deeply moving memoir
shares the unforgettable story of an extraordinary little boy and the irresistible
puppy who transformed his life. The day Monica Holloway learns that her lovable,
brilliant three-year-old son has autism spectrum disorder, she takes him to buy an
aquarium. But what Wills really wants is a puppy, and from the moment Cowboy
Carol Lawrence, an overeager and affectionate golden retriever, joins the family,
Monica watches as her cautious son steps a little farther into the world. With his
new “sister” Cowboy by his side, Wills finds the courage to invite kids over for
playdates, conquer his debilitating fear of water, and finally sleep in his own bed
with the puppy’s paws draped across his small chest. And when Cowboy turns out
to need her new family as much as they need her, they discover just how much
she has taught them about devotion, loyalty, and never giving up. Sometimes it’s
what you don’t know to hope for that saves you. For Monica and Wills, salvation
came in the form of a puppy with pale blond fur, chocolate brown eyes, a fondness
for chewing the crotch out of underpants, and a limitless capacity for love.

Books in Print
Ghetto Cowboy: Tie-In Edition
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America, History and Life
A look into a period in American history full of sweeping changes--an intensely
personal account of the Old West as told by the memoirs of Jim Gober, a Texas
lawman.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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